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the reason i havent called this game a masterpiece yet is that theres plenty of room for improvement in sniper elite 5. in all fairness to the developers, a lot of what theyve done here is address small problems that were in the previous game, and there are some big, glaring issues that really need to be sorted out. chief among them is the lack of a proper difficulty
mode. for a game of this caliber, there really should be a setting or menu option for the difficulty, but unfortunately, there isnt. this is a big deal for me, because even if you havent played a sniper elitegame before, you should be able to figure out how to play at the default difficulty level, and thats not the case. sniper elite 5contains no visible difficulty slider, and
theres no way to adjust the game in between missions. its a huge issue, and one that could have been easily addressed. sniper elite v2 may be a straight shooter, but it still offers plenty of fun. as you progress through the campaign, youll unlock a variety of weapons to take out the nazis, from the venerable mp40 submachine gun to the powerful sg 1943 assault rifle.
all of them have their strengths and weaknesses, and youll find that the gameplay boils down to simply using each one the way it was designed. because of this, it can be a little frustrating, especially when you learn what works and what doesnt and have to play around with the settings just to get the game to do what you want it to do. it can be a little tedious, but the
gameplay is solid enough that it never feels like a chore. the missions themselves are short and sweet, but theres plenty of variety in the enemies that you face. thankfully, none of them are particularly difficult, which means that you can enjoy the game without fearing failure. rather, you just have to learn the specific attack patterns and maneuvering skills of each
type of enemy. as a result, the game never feels too intimidating or overwhelming, which is a big part of its success.
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